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New Road-Going Trommel
Uses Baldor•Dodge® Bearings
to Simplify On-Site Maintenance
Stelex Construction Equipment,
manufacturer of the renowned Hercules
range of trommels, has standardized
on Baldor•Dodge Imperial ISN
mounted spherical roller bearings
for its new HT182M road-going
trommel. Launched at Hillhead 2010,
the HT182M is already generating
a very high level of interest in the
quarrying industry. In fact, Stelex sold
two machines during the course of the
event, to customers from Australia and
the USA.

Stelex Construction Equipment, manufacturer of the renowned Hercules range of trommels, has
standardized on Baldor•Dodge Imperial ISN bearings for all the main rotational load-bearing parts on its
new HT182M road-going trommel.

uninstalled in less than 15 minutes.
What’s more, the bearings can be fitted
without specialist tools and are supplied
pre-lubricated and fully sealed, making
them perfect for on-site maintenance
purposes. Not that they need replacing
very often – we are getting in excess
of 10,000 hours of service, which is a
very good figure, especially given the
aggressive operating environment. We
currently use 90 mm Imperial ISN
bearings – there are eight of these on
the HT182M, which are contained in
ISN pillow blocks – but we are also
looking at using the 140 mm models on
larger trommels in development.”
The company chose to standardize on the Baldor•Dodge Imperial ISN bearing because it’s easy to
install and easy to maintain.

on Dodge Imperial ISN bearings for
all of the machine’s main rotational
load-bearing parts. These bearings
use a patented thin-wall push-pull
adapter system, which can be either
metric or standard inch sizes, and
achieves clearance setting without
the use of feeler gauges. The bearing
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2010 Compliant Since 1983
Since our beginning in 1920, Baldor
has led the industry in developing
industrial electric motors that
deliver greater performance and
reliability while using less electricity.
That commitment continued in
1983 with the introduction of
our Super-E line of motors. In
horsepower ratings from fractional
to 15,000, Baldor offers the
broadest choice of energy efficient
motors available in the world.

™

One of the major features of the new
stone cleaning and sizing machine
is deployment flexibility, thanks to
the design’s incorporation of a low
loader trailer. Aside from deployment
flexibility, one of Stelex’s key design
parameters for the new trommel was
ease of on-site maintenance. The
company therefore chose to standardize

Super-E Motors
®

can be installed or uninstalled simply
by turning a locknut clockwise or
counterclockwise.
According to Stelex’s managing director,
Richard Evans, “Every Baldor•Dodge
Imperial ISN bearing does what it says
on the box – it can be installed and

The HT182M road-going trommel
is the ideal solution for cleaning and
sizing quarried stone, regardless of
location. The machine’s integrated low
loader trailer enables it to be driven
to the exact point of need on-site. It is
capable of handling blasted, ripped or
as-dug material, and can process up to
500 tons per hour. Typical applications
include quarry overburden cleanup and
the removal of fines prior to crushing.

Every Super-E motor is designed
and built to meet or exceed the
efficiency levels defined by NEMA
in the USA, NRC in Canada and IEC
60034-30 IE3 in Europe.
Many years ago, Baldor
Super-E motors were
recognized by the
Consortium for Energy

Baldor will help you get ready for
December 2010 today because
we’ve been ready since 1983.

Efficiency as the first
premium efficiency motor
line to meet their stringent
criteria. And, every Super-E
motor meets the compliance
standards for the Energy
Independence and
Security Act of 2007,
which takes effect in
December 2010.

Are You
2010 Ready?

Quality Is in the Details
Super-E premium efficient motors
represent quality to the highest
degree. Look inside a Super-E and
you’ll find premium-grade copper
windings, annealed laminations
of superior-grade steel, premium
bearings and low-loss fans,
enabling Baldor’s Super-E motors
to run cooler, quieter and longer
with better reliability than any other
industrial motor.

®
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When you choose
Baldor’s Super-E motors,
you’re ready and compliant
immediately. For any design or
application, there’s a Super-E to
meet even the most demanding
applications. Log on today and
receive your free copy of the
Energy Independence and Security
Act of 2007 document, our Method
to Reduce Energy Costs case study,
our award-winning BE$T Baldor
Energy Savings Tool CD and our
Super-E product line brochure.

baldor.com

The Energy Independence and
Security Act of 2007 will take effect
December 19, 2010. Because
electric motors consume more
than 63% of electricity used by U.S.
industry, the act addressed new
energy savings regulations that will
directly affect the electric motors
you use in your facilities, as well
as motors used in new equipment
design. Log on today to baldor.com
for additional information.

